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Chef Hugo Nascimento was born in Lisbon in 1976. 

Irrequite since childhood, as a teenager was aware of everything that was around the 

table. In the passage through the kitchen, he questioned everything there. The aroma 

of her grandmother's cooking was not indifferent to her. With his grandfather, he 

paused to give vent to his imagination. Stories from the river, the land and the pasture 

made him travel to the fantastic. With his friends, he skateboarded and played guitar 

notes. He studied with ambition to follow architecture, but the art of cooking proves 

to be a stronger passion. 

 

In 1996, at Café Café he met Chef Vitor Sobral who, with a sharp nose, quickly 

became aware of his talent. At the time, Vitor Sobral began the process of 

modernizing Portuguese cuisine. 

 

In 2004, at the Terreiro do Paço Restaurant, Hugo Nascimento assumed the position 

of Chef de cuisine for the first time. 

 

Since then, international participation has begun. Macao, Canada, Germany, Brazil 

and South Africa and Botswana are key destinations for his professional 

development. 

 

The kitchen he practices is at the forefront of innovation, the techniques are master. 

A kitchen of emotion, where each dish tells a story that becomes an experience. To 

recreate flavors, he resorts to memories. Those of comfort. Mother's memories. In 

the art of pampering, he inherits his grandfather, who in his spare time was a 

craftsman, the gift of being an artist. Tradition and simplicity are the foundation of 

all that creates. 

 

In 2013 the "Book of Sandwiches of Chef Hugo Nascimento" that he created under 

the motto # chegadehamburgers. 

 

In 2014 he participated in Masterchef Portugal with a master class of cod. In 2019 

he was a jury member of the “Famílias Frente a Frente” tv show. 

 

Hugo Nascimento is much more than an Executive Chef. 

He is a born creative, an architect of gastronomic ideas. 


